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Abstract 
Software requirements are often formulated on different levels and hence they are difficult to compare to 
each other. To address this issue, a model that allows for placing requirements on different levels has been 
developed. The model supports both abstraction and refinement of requirements, and hence requirements 
can both be compared with each other and to product strategies. Comparison between requirements will 
allow for prioritization of requirements, which in many cases are impossible if the requirements are 
described on different abstraction levels. Comparison to product strategies will enable early and systematic 
acceptance or dismissal of requirements, minimizing the risk for overloading. This paper presents an 
industrial evaluation of the model. It has been evaluated in two different companies, and the experiences and 
findings are presented. It is concluded that the Requirements Abstraction Model provides helpful 
improvements to the industrial requirements engineering process. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Requirements Engineering (RE) more and more transcends project boundaries as market-driven product 
development is becoming increasingly commonplace in software industry [1-3]. Central activities in RE are 
performed pre-project as a part of for example the product management activities since the requirements 
flow is continuous and not limited to a specific development instance [4, 5]. 

In this environment, requirements come from several sources both internal (e.g. developers, marketing, 
sales, support personnel, bug reports etc) and external (e.g. users, customers and competitors, often gathered 
via surveys, interviews, focus groups, competitor analysis etc) [6-8]. Large volumes of requirements from 
multiple sources risk overloading companies unless they can handle incoming requirements in a structured 
way, dismissing some, and refining some prior to allocating them to a development instance [9]. In addition 
to the volume, the requirements themselves are of varying quality, state of refinement, and level of 
abstraction. In traditional bespoke development (customer-developer) [3], a requirements engineer can 
actively elicit requirements and thus hope to control or at least substantially influence these aspects.  In a 
market-driven situation, this is seldom the case. Most requirements are already stated in one way or another 
when they reach the requirements engineer (e.g. a product manager). The knowledge and experience of the 
developing organization, of which the requirements engineer in this case is instrumental, is central to making 
sense of the requirements as they are processed [10]. 

Many requirements engineering best practices, frameworks, and tools are adapted to suit a bespoke 
environment with traditional, project focused, customer-developer relationships. There is a need for the 
development and evaluation of RE practices and models that support professionals working with product 
planning and development (e.g. product managers) in a market-driven environment. This was confirmed by 
results from two separate process assessment efforts conducted in cooperation with Danaher Motion Särö 
AB and ABB [11, 12].  

In response, a market-driven product centered requirements engineering model was developed, the 
Requirements Abstraction Model (RAM) [13]. RAM is designed towards a product perspective, supporting a 
continuous requirement engineering effort. It can handle large quantities of requirements of varying degrees 
of detail and offers a structure and process for the work-up of these requirements. A brief introduction to the 
model is provided in Section 2.1.  

This paper presents two cases of RAM tailoring, implementation and most important evaluation, 
conducted at Danaher Motion Särö AB and ABB. The main purpose is to give a brief overview of how RAM 
was tailored to fit two different organizations, and how the model performed in terms of usability and 
usefulness based on evaluations performed with professionals using it in their day-to-day work, thus 
establishing the relative value of using RAM [14]. The main objective and contribution of the paper is to 
show how a general requirements abstraction model can be tailored to two different companies and in 
particular the focus is on an evaluation of the industrial introduction the model. This is achieved through the 
collection of data from industry users of the model approximately six months after its introduction. Two 
main perspectives are evaluated and analyzed. First we study the usage of the model, i.e. if and to what 
extent the model and accompanying process supported the work efforts (actions). Secondly we study the 
requirements and the effect the new way of working had on them (quality attributes).  

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives some background information and a short introduction 
to RAM to increase the understanding of the rationale behind the tailoring and evaluations performed. 
Section 3 introduces the companies and the product development situations where RAM is used, and gives 
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some background information as to domain and requirements engineering practices used prior to RAM 
implementation. The concept of model tailoring and the implementation of RAM at the companies are 
presented in Section 4. In Section 5 the study design is presented.  Section 6 presents the results from the 
evaluation, and Section 7 presents the conclusions drawn.  

 

2. Background and Related Work 

The development of RAM was performed in close collaboration with industry. Figure 1 illustrates this 
process. Industry needs and possibilities for improvement were identified through several process 
assessments [11, 12]. The assessment results then acted as a basis for model development [13]. RAM was 
subsequently validated in several incremental steps, both in industry (small scale pilots) [15] and academia 
through several experiments using senior students as subjects [16, 17]. Each round of validation was used to 
refine the model in terms of contents and structure, as well as test issues relating to usability and usefulness.  

 

 
Figure 1. Overview of RAM Development. 

 
While active collaboration and industry presence of the researchers in industry was an inherent part of the 
research conducted during the initial model development and validation, the evaluation presented in this 
paper was not based on researcher participation. That is, challenges and possibilities for improvement were 
identified though process assessment activities in industry, the gradual development of the model was 
performed in cooperation with industry, but the ultimate test of RAM was done by industry practitioners 
using it in their everyday work, without the presence or involvement of the researchers.  

The evaluation presented in this paper aims to scope the success of the technology transfer in the form of 
implementation of RAM in industry. The large scale industry trials allow us to validate the models usability 
and usefulness in a non-simulated environment. Feedback obtained here will be used to further refine the 
model, completing the circle of technology transfer in which RAM was created. More details about the 
technology transfer process itself can be found in Gorschek et al. [15]. 

2.1. Introduction to the Requirements Abstraction Model 
RAM is a hierarchical requirements abstraction model, and a method for working with requirements. It is 
based on the concept that requirements come on several levels of abstraction. Instead of flattening all 
requirements to one abstraction level RAM uses the varying abstractions of requirements, and orders the 
requirements hierarchically according to abstraction level. Figure 2 shows four abstraction levels; Product 
Level, Feature Level, Function Level, and Component Level. The Product Level is the most abstract level and 
requirements here are considered abstract enough to be comparable to product strategies, and indirectly to 
organizational strategies. In the context of RAM, product strategies are rules, long and short-term goals, 
roadmaps, and visions pertaining to a product specified by management etc. Going down to Feature and 
Function Level the requirements become concrete enough to be used for estimations and as input to 
development. 

Briefly, the process followed using RAM is that when requirements arrive they are placed and specified 
on an appropriate level by using good-example requirements suitable for the organization and product in 
question. These good-example requirements are specified during a RAM tailoring workshop and there 
should be several good-example requirements for each main “type” of requirement typically encountered by 
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the organization, examples can be several non-functional requirements, and functional software 
requirements. In addition to using good-example requirements a general comparison to the existing 
requirements base can be done for further guidance (i.e. placement can be seen as example-driven). This 
means that the present mass of requirements in general, and good-example requirements in particular, are 
used as decision support material for the specification and placement of new requirements.  

 Following this, all requirements go through work-up. Work-up entails abstracting low-level requirements 
up to Product Level and also breaking down high-level requirements to Function Level. This is done by 
creating new requirements in levels above and below and linking them to the original requirement. Figure 2 
gives an example of this. The original requirement “C:Support for multiple languages” (placed on Feature 
Level) is abstracted to Product Level through the creation of a new work-up requirement “Usability 
internationally”, and broken down to Function Level where three new work-up requirements are created as a 
part of the breakdown. In some cases requirements already present can be used for abstraction. As an 
example, in Figure 2, if a new requirement comes in stating “C:Support imperial units” it could be placed on 
Feature Level and linked directly to “Usability internationally” as imperial units are used in Great Britain 
and the US in addition to SI units (metric system). In this case, no new requirement has to be created on 
Product Level and the new requirement can be linked to an already existing one.  

The good-example requirements earlier are of course specified in the same manner, i.e. specified and 
worked-up. In fact the example in Figure 2 is a good-example requirement used at Danaher Motion, one of 
the companies where RAM has been implemented. 

 

 
Figure 2. RAM Abstraction Levels and Example of Work-up. 

 
During the work-up process, the original requirement is compared to product strategies/product roadmaps (as 
it is abstracted). This offers decision support regarding whether the requirement should be specified, refined 
and kept in the repository, or whether the requirement should be dismissed. For example, let us assume that 
“Usability internationally” was not accepted but rather the company wanted to limit the product market to 
the Scandinavian market. In this case “Usability internationally” would be “Usability Scandinavia”, and the 
new requirement “C:Support imperial units” would be dismissed as only SI units are used in Scandinavia. In 
other words, the product level ultimately decides whether or not to include a requirement, since all 
requirements are directly linked to this level. If the new requirement is not supported on Product Level, it 
may indicate that the requirements should be dismissed, but it could of course also mean that a new Product 
Level requirement needs to be created. 

The break-down of the requirements stops on Function Level where the requirements are good enough to 
be used as decision support for estimation and risk analysis and as input to project(s) for realization. The 
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Component Level is not mandatory in the model, but present since requirements in some instances were 
delivered in a very detailed form, and these requirements also needed to be handled (i.e. specified and 
abstracted to assure that they are in line with the overall goals and strategies). In the example presented in 
Figure 2, the Component Level requirement acts as extra information on a detailed technical level. For 
example, the interface has to be adapted to pictograms for the Chinese language. In this case, the Component 
Level sets a restriction that will accompany the requirements into development.  

Another example can be seen in Figure 3. For Case A, a requirement comes in stating “Use XML 
protocol”. As a “requirement” close to implementation/solution it is placed on Component Level. During 
Work-up the underlying reason for the requirement becomes evident, i.e. in this case there is a need to send 
data to handheld devices from the product, thus a new requirement on Function Level is created “Send data 
to handheld devices”. The overall implication of this requirements demands that the product developed 
“Support Communication with 3rd party devices” thus an additional requirement is created on Feature Level. 
From an overall product perspective, supporting communication with 3rd party devices is not self-evident, but 
the underlying reasoning is to support commissioning efficiency of the product at customer sites. This is 
enabled and usability is premiered through allowing service and installation technicians to use handheld 
devices during system setup. On the other hand there is a second overall product decision to be made. The 
original requirement speaks to using XML as the communication language. As XML is an open standard the 
organization has to decide weather of not the system should allow communication with open standards or if 
some sort of lock-in is preferable.  In Case A open standards are preferred, thus a new Product Level 
requirement is created “Open Standards”.  

 

 
Figure 3. RAM Example of Work-up of a Component Level Requirement. 

 
However, looking at Case B, using only a certain communication protocol (and not an open standard like 
XML) the organization can lock-in its customers to use a certain brand of handheld devices. If this is 
supported by product and company strategy the original requirement (to use XML) would be dismissed, but 
if the idea behind the requirement was good (i.e. offering handheld communication) the component level 
requirement would be modified to e.g. “Use PCX protocol” instead. This proprietary standard would still 
allow data to be sent to handheld devices, but as indicated by the Feature Level requirement in Case B only 
selected 3rd party devices would be supported. The ideas for the examples in Case A and B are taken from 
industry use of RAM, although modified to protect proprietary information. 
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As can be seen with the examples above the use of RAM demands that certain rules be upheld, called 
Work-up rules. Each detailed below (for more details see Gorschek and Wohlin [13]): 

• R1: No requirement may exist without having a connection to the Product Level 
R1 can be met in one of two ways, one or more new work-up requirements are created, or the 
requirement in question is linked to already existing requirements on an adjacent upper level. In 
either case, the original requirement is abstracted upward and can be compared (indirectly) to the 
product strategies/road maps. 

In addition to abstraction, there may also be reason for requirements to be broken down enough 
to act as a basis for design (good-enough for project initiation). For a requirement to be detailed 
enough and on the right level of abstraction for this to be possible every requirement (on Feature 
Level or higher) has to be broken down to Function Level (testable and unambiguous). This creates 
the second work-up rule (R2): 

• R2: All requirements have to be broken down to Function Level 
Like in the case of R1 this can mean creating one or more work-up requirements on adjacent levels, 
or linking the requirement in question to already existing requirements on lower adjacent levels. 
Either is acceptable as long as the requirement(s) on lower levels satisfy the upper level one.  
Satisfy in this case pertains to the issue of breaking down a high-level requirements (from e.g. 
Feature Level) to Function Level, where the requirements on lower level together satisfy the 
original one to the extent of giving a foundation good-enough for the initiation of realization 
(design) of the requirement. The main reasoning behind this is that requirements are meaningless if 
they cannot be delivered to a development effort (i.e. left on a too abstract level). Typically, R2 
involves the creation of several work-up requirements being created.  

It should be noted that the initial placement of a requirement is not final, i.e. in some instances it is 
necessary to iterate (go back) and rethink the initial placement of a requirement (as the work-up offers an 
analysis that may change the perception of the original requirement). This can also involve eliciting 
additional information from the requirement’s source if this is possible.  

During the work-up, it is important to stay true to the original requirement, or rather the intention of it. 
The creation of new requirements as a part of the work-up should not stray too far from the initial intention 
of the original requirement, and thus give rise to totally new requirements that are related to but outside the 
scope of initial intention. It is inevitable to create new requirements (especially if the original requirement is 
on a high abstraction level) as the work-up is designed to create new relevant work-up requirements to the 
extent that they satisfy the original requirement. However, this is not the same as including new requirements 
based on “this might also be a good idea” philosophy, as this could give rise to a mass of new requirements. 
As the model (and the usage of it) is aimed at offering support to professionals, it is also very dependent on 
the same professionals pertaining to how well it works. A recommendation when performing work-up of 
original requirements is always to ask the question “is this new (work-up created) requirement really 
necessary in order to satisfy the original requirement”? If the answer is “yes” then there is no problem, but if 
there is uncertainty, the work-up should be stopped.  

This does not mean that good ideas pertaining to new requirements should be discarded along the way in 
any case, but they should not be a part of the work-up, rather be specified as new original requirements on an 
appropriate level (and in turn get a work-up themselves).  

 
2.1.1. Requirements Work-up - Discussion 
Looking further into the process of work-up using RAM, several potential issues can be identified when 
applying the work-up rules (for more details see Gorschek and Wohlin [13]). 

As mentioned before, no requirement may exist without having a connection to the Product Level (R1). 
This can imply that new work-up requirements are created on upper levels using lower level original 
requirements as a base. A potential issue during this activity is that an original incoming low-level 
requirements can give rise to (or be linked to) several requirements on a more abstract level. Two rules of 
thumb apply here. First, staying true to the intention of the original requirement is a priority. Inventing new 
requirements from scratch outside what is needed to work-up an original requirement can result in overwork 
of requirements at this early stage (product management). New requirements that are created as a part of the 
work-up process are separate requirements, but not original requirements. This distinction can seem 
somewhat trivial but it helps in keeping focus on expanding the meaning of the original requirements and the 
work-up of them instead of using the whole process as an excuse to create large amount of new independent 
requirements. Like all activities the requirements engineers, e.g. product managers, base this distinction on 
their expertise and judgment, and they must judge not only the impact on future development but also impact 
on product strategy. Secondly, a new requirement that cannot be directly attributed to the work-up process, 
but still invented as a result of an original requirement idea, should not be dismissed, but rather stated as a 
new original requirement (inventor is the source), and then subjected to work-up of its own. Work-up has to 
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be seen as a part of the analysis, refinement and specification of requirements, as well as a way to compare 
incoming requirements to product strategies. 

Once the work-up is completed and there are distinct links from the original requirement upwards and 
downwards (if applicable) a requirement in the “chain” cannot be removed without considering the whole 
structure of the requirements. For example, removing a requirement on Product Level would result in that all 
requirements linked under it must either be re-linked to another requirement on Product Level, or all 
requirements in the chain have to be deleted as well.  

The same consideration has to be taken when removing requirements on lower levels, i.e. removing a 
requirement on Function Level would demand an explicit decision stating that the above linked 
requirement(s) can be satisfied after the removal (by other requirements linked to the Feature Level 
requirement in question), or the Feature Level requirement should also be removed. Looking at the example 
described in Figure 2, this would mean that the removal of e.g. the Function Level requirement “Addition of 
languages to the system” would demand that an explicit decision is made that functionality for adding new 
‘language sets’ to the system should not be incorporated as a part of the feature of supporting multiple 
languages in the system. This in turn has implications. How should languages be added? Are some set of 
them just added manually at development, and so on? The decision of when (in this case a Feature Level) a 
requirement is satisfied by lower level requirements is also a judgment call, but an explicit decision has to be 
made all the way up to Product Level regarding adequacy and satisfaction. Ultimately management (both 
business and technical) have to decide if a certain chain of requirements are complete and within the product 
strategies or not. 

 
2.1.2. RAM – Specification 
RAM prescribes the use of attributes for the specification of requirements on all levels of abstraction. The 
reasoning behind this is to treat the requirements as objects with attributes attached to them, but also in 
different states. The tailoring  of RAM to fit a certain organization (see Section 4) to a large extent controls 
the attributes used, although certain information is mandatory for the purpose of enabling traceability. Below 
an example list of attributes can be seen. 
Table 1. RAM Requirement's Attributes [13]. 

Attribute Description Type 
1. Id Unique identification for each requirement. Mandatory 

(Auto generated) 

2. Title Requirements title should be short and descriptive. Mandatory  
(Manual) 

3. Description A short description of the requirement. Mandatory  
(Manual) 

4. Benefit/Rationale WHY is the requirement specified, and WHAT is the benefit to 
the source and/or champion? 

Mandatory  
(Manual) 

5. Risk/Restriction Lists potential risks with the requirement, e.g. technical risks, 
critical dependencies etc. 

Optional 
(Manual) 

6. Requirement 
Source 

This is a link to the source of the requirement. This can be a 
physical person, document, group, or meeting. The exactness 
depends on the information available. 

Mandatory 
(Manual) 
 

7. Requirement 
Owner 

A link to the person who “owns” the requirement and is 
responsible for the follow-up of the requirement. This person 
acts as the advocate of the requirement. This role is always held 
by a internal person in the product development organization. 

Mandatory 
(Manual) 
 

8. Requirements 
manager  

An identification of the Product Manager responsible for the 
specification, placement, and work-up of the requirement. 

Mandatory 
(Auto generated) 
 

9. 
Relation/Dependency 

One or several links to other requirements on the same level of 
abstraction. This attribute’s aim is to record important 
relations/interdependencies of different types between 
requirements. Every link can be augmented by a explanation in 
free-text. 

Optional 
(Manual) 

10. State A requirement in RAM can have different states giving 
information of the status of the requirement. 

Mandatory 
(Manual) 

11. Reject Reason 
 
 

If a requirements state is set to “Rejected Requirement”, i.e. it is 
deemed out of scope in relation to the product strategies, then 
this attribute records the rationale of the decision. 

Mandatory if requirement is 
rejected. 
(Manual) 

12. Due Date This attribute’s purpose is to ascertain that requirements are not 
forgotten, e.g. put as draft indefinitely. The manual usage of the 
attribute can be in case of e.g. customer deadline etc. 

Mandatory, auto set to 30 
days if nothing else is 
specified. 

13. Version Records version on requirements level rather than document 
level. Enables requirements’ history to be viewed. 

Mandatory 
(Auto generated) 

14. Date of Creation Records the creation date of the requirement. Mandatory 
(Auto generated) 

15. Last Changed Indicates when the last change was performed. Mandatory 
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Attribute Description Type 
 (Auto generated) 
16. Original Is the requirement an original requirement? Y/N. Mandatory 

(Manual) 
17. Level What is the abstraction level placement?  Mandatory 

(Manual) 
 

It should be observed that every organization has different needs and possibilities to specify and utilize 
attributes. Although the attributes above are recommended a bare minimum could be Id, Title, Description, 
Original, Level, and Relation/Dependency for the purpose of RAM.  
 
2.1.3. RAM – Process 
While the RAM model itself is primarily focused on the specification, placement, and work-up of 
requirements, there is an accompanying process focused on roles and responsibilities with regards to the 
handling of requirements. The process can be closely linked to the attributes described in Table 1 (for more 
details see Gorschek and Wohlin [13]). 

Attributes 6, 7 and 8 are of traceability type, i.e. enabling certain roles to be linked to a certain 
requirement, ensuring that responsibilities are clear not open to interpretation, on a requirement level rather 
than a document level, to avoid issues like certain requirements being neglected or even overlooked entirely. 

As requirements are caught/elicited from multiple sources everything from a person, to a market survey or 
a competitor analysis, can be the official “source” of the requirement (in the latter two the sources are the 
reports/documents produced). This makes the role of Requirement Owner important as this person is charged 
with the responsibility of seeing that the requirement is followed through on. A Requirement Owner is the 
representative of the Requirement Source when this role is silent, e.g. when the source is a survey or an 
external party like a group of customers. In some instances the Requirement Source and the Requirement 
Owner can be the same person (e.g. in the case of an internal engineer formulating the original requirement). 

The Requirements Manager role is typically represented by the Product Manager charged with the 
responsibility of actually working with the requirement throughout its lifecycle. During the work-up of the 
requirement the Requirements Manager can utilize resources needed, e.g. asking system experts and/or 
domain specialists for input. The cooperation between the Requirements Manager, Owner and Source (when 
applicable) is especially important as they respectively possess different perspectives and knowledge 
pertaining the requirement in question.  

If a requirement is created as a part of the work-up (a work-up requirement not an original one), the 
attributes of Requirement Source/Owner/Manager are set to the Requirements Manager responsible for the 
work-up. 

Attribute 10 (State) reflects how the requirement is handled in the product development organization and 
how it is set to different states reflecting the status. Figure 4 offers an overview of the different states. 
Looking at states A, B and C are a part of the specification and work-up of the requirement and the 
continuous (project independent) requirements engineering, and is basically about drafting the requirement. 
The work done associated with the three states is specified in further detail in Table 2 where each separate 
step and sub-step is described.  
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Figure 4. Requirement States in RAM (example) [13]. 
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In RAM v.1.0 (the version implemented and evaluated in this paper) the possible states a requirement can 
exist in are A: Draft requirement, B: Rejected requirement, C: Incompletely specified, and G: Refined 
requirement. A requirement can reach states A, B, and C during the continuous requirements engineering, i.e. 
the work done as a part of RAM action steps. State G is however reached as the requirement in question is 
subjected to further refinement and validation during the dedicated requirements engineering. 

Dedicated requirements engineering is performed on a chosen subset of requirements after project 
initiation, and involves refinement by the development project and system test departments to assure 
testability and unambiguity as well as completeness of the requirements. 

It should be noted that state B is dependent on the requirement being out of scope, i.e. that it is not in line 
with the product strategies. Generally the out of scope requirement is rejected off hand (and attribute 11: 
Reject reason is specified), but in some instances an alternate decision can be taken. If a requirement is 
considered out of scope but is important for any reason (e.g. an important customer is the source) an 
exception can be made. However, this exception is an explicit action and has to be approved by both the 
Requirements Manager  and the Requirement Owner, as well as checked against upper management. The 
general rule is that all requirements not rejected should be in line with the strategies formulated for a product. 
Exceptions to this rule should be kept at a minimum in order to use the full potential of RAM. 

 
Table 2. State Steps in RAM [13]. 

Step ID Step Description Sub-Steps 
X-A The requirement (req.) is 

caught/elicited and drafted by the 
Requirements Manager . The work 
is done by the Requirements 
Manager , that utilizes relevant 
resources if the need arises (e.g. 
Requirement Owner, experts and so 
on are important parties in this 
process). 
 

X-A-1: Specify attribute 1 to 4 (Specify). 
X-A-2: Determine on which level the original requirement is on (Place). 
X-A-3:  Specify all attributes on relevant level. 
X-A-4: Abstract and/or Breakdown the original requirement according 
to work-up rule R1 and R2 (work-up).  
X-A-5: Validate requirement against Requirement Owner and 
Requirement Source. 

A-B During (or rather, as the 
requirement is abstracted) work-up 
the requirement is checked against 
product strategy. Requirements 
deemed as not in line with 
strategies are deemed out of scope 
and thus rejected.  
As a requirement is rejected, 
directly related requirements (work-
up requirements) on adjacent 
abstraction levels either are 
removed as well or re-linked 
(enforcing R1 and R2).  

A-B-1: Compare requirement (directly or indirectly) to product 
strategies. 
If the req. is not in line with strategy it is rejected.  
A-B-2: If a requirement is rejected for any reason created work-up req. 
have to be evaluated if they should also be removed. If all are 
removed, nothing further is needed. However if a work-up req. is left on 
any level it has to be re-linked to requirements above and/or beyond 
for the work-up rules R1 and R2 to be enforced. 
 

A-C During validation against the 
Requirement Source/Owner (X-A-5) 
the req. can be deemed incomplete. 
This can be a result of e.g. incorrect 
initial placement, unsatisfactory 
work-up and so on.  

 

 
2.1.4. RAM Summary 
The features of using RAM can be summarized as follows:  

(I) All requirements are compared to the product strategies, offering an assurance that requirements do not 
violate the overall goals set by management. This offers the possibility to dismiss requirements early (triage) 
in the process, freeing resources to work on and refine relevant requirements that are in line with the product 
strategies, minimizing the risk of overloading the organization with irrelevant requirements [9]. 

(II) All requirements are broken down to an abstraction level where they are good-enough for initiating a 
development effort (project(s)). This assures that estimations, risk analysis etc. are based on requirements of 
appropriate abstraction level and contents. In addition, projects get good-enough requirements to base their 
development efforts on (e.g. testable and unambiguous [19]).  

(III) Work-up of a requirement means that additional requirements may have to be created to get a 
connection to the top level. For example, if an incoming new requirement is placed on Function Level and no 
appropriate requirement exists on the Feature Level, a new one has to be created. This Feature Level 
requirement in turn needs to be linked to the Product Level. This ensures that it is possible to follow a 
requirement through abstraction levels and assure that there is an explicit connection upwards to product 
strategies. In the same way, every requirement is broken down to a level good-enough to serve as a basis for 
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project initiation (Function Level). Requirements within a certain abstraction level are homogenous enough 
to be comparable with each other, which is a prerequisite for effective release planning and prioritization. 

(IV) All requirements can be followed through several levels of abstraction giving a richer understanding 
of each requirement, and thus better decision support can be obtained for all professionals, from management 
to developers. Managers can, for example, study the most abstract levels and get a quick overview of the 
system, while developers can choose a more detailed view, but still have an explicit connection to the overall 
goals of the product as detailed requirements are connected upwards through the levels. 

(V) RAM is designed to be tool and notation independent. Any tool supporting the specification of 
attributes on a requirements level can be used for the implementation of RAM. In addition, as RAM is 
tailorable barring a minimum of information, the notation used can be adapted to fit an organization. For 
example, requirements can be accompanied by use cases of even formal parts  if needed. 

For reasons of brevity details not central for the tailoring and evaluations presented in this paper have 
been left out. For details, please see Gorschek and Wohlin [13]. 
 

3. The Companies 
 

The industry trials were conducted at two different companies, DanaherMotion Särö AB and ABB. Both 
companies are participating in a joint long-term (six year) research project with Blekinge Institute of 
Technology in the area of process improvement and requirements engineering. The collaboration in 
requirements engineering started in late 2002 with DHR, and ABB joined late 2003.  

Below each company is described briefly to get an idea of the organizations and the domains in which 
they operate. 

 
3.1. DanaherMotion Särö AB (DHR) 

 
DHR develops and sells software and hardware equipment for navigation, control, fleet management and 
service for Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) systems. More than 50 AGV system suppliers worldwide are 
using DHR technologies and expertise together with their own products in effective transport and logistic 
solutions to various markets worldwide. The headquarters and R & D Centre is located in Särö, south of 
Gothenburg, Sweden. DHR has 85 employees.  

DHR has a wide product portfolio, as the ability to offer partners and customers a wide selection of 
general variants of hardware and supporting software is regarded as important. Product Managers oversee 
development and new releases of products. 

Development projects range from six to nine months in calendar time, with a budget of 2000-5000 
person-hours. 

 
3.1.1. Requirements Engineering Practices Prior to RAM Implementation 
DHR is certified according to SS-EN ISO 9001:1994 (currently working on certification according to ISO 
9001:2000), but there have not been any attempts towards CMM or CMMI certification. Although during 
process assessment conducted at DHR it was summarized that there was a well established and successful 
requirements engineering process present albeit certain possibilities for improvement were identified [11].  

One of the main issues was the abstraction level and contents of requirements. The implication being that 
there was a need to handle requirements on different abstraction levels and enable improved traceability to 
goals and long term considerations. Large amounts of requirements, the need for enabling triage and 
traceability were also identified as improvements, as well as improving the division of responsibilities with 
regards to the RE process.   

The tool used for requirements engineering was primarily MS Word and Excel. There was a standardized 
template in place for requirements specifications using attributes (title, description, source, relation). The 
specification was structured according to features, i.e. all requirements “belonging to” a certain feature was 
structured under a certain feature heading. Overall the specification used was not totally unlike the IEEE 
Standard 830-1998 template. In addition, the process itself was structured, documented, and following the 
project organization and planning. 
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3.2. ABB (ABB) 
 

ABB is a leader in power and automation technologies that enable utility and industry customers to improve 
performance while lowering environmental impact. The ABB Group of companies operates in around 100 
countries and employs about 102,000 people. The transfer of new methods for requirement engineering was 
performed with one of the ABB development centers in Sweden. The product development part of this 
organization has 200 employees, including development and product management. The organization is 
primarily working with product development, production and service, supporting ABB sales organizations as 
well as partners developing solutions for industrial use.  

The introduction of RAM was made on the organization developing the controller part of the product 
offering. The controller includes electronics and software, and project typically involves development of 
functions in both hardware and software. Projects are divided into release projects with a typical duration of 
9 months comprising 20-40 person years, and functional development projects with duration from 3 to 24 
months with a large diversity in effort.  

Product Management has the responsibility for the functionality of the controller, and orders development 
from the development organization. Over the last five years, the Product Development organization, 
including Product Management, has been re-organized several times. This indicates that there is a 
willingness and need to find improved working methods, also for the requirements engineering.  

Process improvement is initiated and managed by process owners that are part of the development 
organization. Plans and progress are regularly monitored by senior management, and the interest in 
improving requirement engineering is steadily increasing. 

 
3.2.1. Requirements Engineering Practices Prior to RAM Implementation 
ABB is certified according to SS-EN ISO 9001:2000. Although no formal certification according to e.g. 
CMM, ABB had a well established and successful product management and requirements engineering 
process in place prior to the implementation of RAM. The utilized a macro enhanced MS Excel tool for their 
requirements handling utilizing attributes (title, description, state, relations). In addition to this prior to the 
specification of the requirements in excel they utilized an abstraction structure in the form of having different 
types of specifications in different stages. Early a MRS (Market Requirements Specification) was created, 
and based on this one or several PRS (Product Requirements Specifications) were created as a refinement 
and break-down of the MRS. This approach was rather advanced but had some inherent possibilities for 
improvement. The top-down structure did not always reflect the reality that requirements from the start come 
in to the organization on different levels of abstraction, thus the MRS to PRS structure either had to flatten 
all requirements to a certain level, or allow a mix of abstraction levels within the documents. In addition, 
traceability between individual requirements within and between the documents was not always explicit or 
easily attained.   

 

4. Model Tailoring 
 

In the initial stages of RAM development it was soon realized that one-size-does-not-fit-all. RAM as 
presented in Section 2.1 is generic in nature and is not intended to act as a prescriptive model with a set of 
best practices appropriate for all organizations and products. The model is intended to be a framework of 
principles on which continuous requirements engineering can be based. Several things need to be addressed 
prior to the model being set into operation in an organization. This can be seen as a tailoring of RAM to fit a 
specific product (organization), giving the adopting organization’s members a chance to clarify critical issues 
and practices as well as to decide how RAM can be used to best suit their organization and products. 

The tailoring of RAM was conducted in workshop format. During the workshop, summarized in Figure 5, 
a selection of requirement engineers/product managers (Doers), engineers (Users) and managers collaborate 
in model tailoring and process definitions. These representatives are selected based on their roles and 
expertise by the local moderator/domain expert (top left in Figure 5). As they are invited, they are asked to 
prepare for the workshop by reading some initial introductory materials, e.g. introduction to generic RAM, 
and bring artifacts such as domain specific requirements (bottom left in Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. RAM Workshop Overview. 

 
The main tool used in the workshop is real requirements from the specific domain. The requirements are 
used as examples driving the work conducted during the workshop. For example, the definition of attributes 
and abstraction levels are based on discussions generated as actual requirements are specified during the 
workshop. The workshop activities can be described as a combination of brainstorming session, requirements 
engineering/specification session, and process formulation.  

All ideas and thoughts are written down and scrutinized until a least common denominator agreement is 
reached. The least common denominator speaks to pragmatics, e.g. if 20 attributes are suggested the number 
has to be scaled down to the most important ones (set as mandatory attributes) and additional ones that can 
be specified if need be (optional attributes), while some are dismissed altogether. In a similar fashion, all 
decisions reached at the workshop are compromises between what different groups need/want vs. what is 
considered good-enough for pre-project requirements engineering and what is practical in day-to-day work. 
The moderators direct the process, i.e. as experts in both the domain and the model they can assure that no 
critical issues are overlooked. 

As the workshop is concluded, the main goal is to achieve agreement regarding the Deliverables and the 
initial commitment to training and tools support (see Figure 5, right). Post workshop the moderators 
summarize the results, formalize the model with descriptions, the process, and develop brief reference 
guides. These guides are light-weight manuals and include domain specific examples. Tool 
acquisitions/adaptations are also important as well as the planning of training sessions.  

One of the main overall goals of the workshop is to obtain commitment from all groups, especially 
management, as it is crucial for successful process improvement [20-25].  

 
4.1. Implementation 

 
It is important to realize that the tailoring resulted in two different instantiations of the RAM model. Each of 
the companies had their own needs and preferences that dictated the tailoring, but also the implementation of 
the tailored model. Looking at the model instantiations themselves many of the details, e.g. exactly what 
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attributes are used; their descriptions, and details regarding process and roles and responsibilities are 
considered proprietary in nature. This implies that these details cannot be shared in this paper. The 
implementation of the tailored RAM instances at the two organizations also differed, mainly due to two 
factors, size of the organizations and time. DHR has a smaller organization than ABB making it possible to 
implement RAM in one increment. Further DHR only has one product management organization (for 
AGVs). ABB on the other hand (as a larger organization) opted to do a stepwise implementation starting 
with one product management group dealing with one set of products. The implementations turned out to be 
rather similar despite the organizational differences, i.e. one product management group in each 
organization. 

The time aspect revolved around that DHR had been involved in the development of RAM from the 
beginning (1 year longer than ABB), resulting in that the model had a somewhat longer time to maturate at 
DHR. In addition, the generic model was largely already formulated when ABB entered the stage, although 
this was not considered a problem due to RAM’s tailorability.   

A generic overview of the model as implemented at the companies can be seen in Table 3.  
 

Table 3. Implementation Overview DHR and ABB. 

 Company 
Model/Process Aspect DHR (RAM instance called 

“DHRRAM”) 
ABB (RAM instance called “ABBR-RAM”) 

Abstraction Levels 4 levels (Full work-up as in generic 
RAM.) 

2-3 levels (With work-up in the form of Headers. 
Headers imply that the hierarchy exists but full 
requirements are not specified on multiple levels 
but only on one level and headers created above. 
A header is similar to a requirements title on upper 
level). 

Attributes 9 Mandatory (3 auto generated) 
6 Conditional 
5 Optional 

10 Mandatory (2 auto generated) 
1 Conditional 
3 Optional 

Possible requirement 
states 

7 Requirement states 5 Requirement states + release status 

Tool CaliberRM Excel (macro development adapted) 
Main users of RAM 
(specification/analysis) 

Process/Model/RE Expert, Product 
Management, Project 
Management 
 

Process/Model/RE Expert, Product Management 
 

Roles involved in pre-
project RE (using 
requirements from RAM) 

Product Management, Project 
Management 
Requirements owner, Technical 
Expert 

Process/Model/RE Expert, Product Management, 
Requirements owner, Reviewer (development, 
architecture), Reviewer (Verification & Validation), 
Technical Expert, Requirements receiver (project) 

  
As mentioned, the technology transfer (process improvement effort) had continued longer at DHR than at 
ABB. DHR used full work-up of all requirements, in approximately the same manner as described by the 
generic RAM model described in Section 2.1 (with the exception of having tailored abstraction of the levels) 
at the time of the evaluation. This was preceded by making sure that tools support was available. ABB on the 
other hand was at the time of the evaluation not implementing full work-up as they chose to do a stepwise 
implementation of RAM, starting with the specification of all requirements on one abstraction level using 
RAM attributes, then using feature level and above in a limited fashion. This involved creating headers/titles 
(not complete work-up requirements) under which requirements could be sorted. The implementation plan at 
ABB said to wait with the full work-up implementation until the product management organization got used 
to specifying requirements as objects (with attributes), but also improved tool-support was considered an 
advantage prior to implementing full work-up. 

It is important to notice that the companies have implemented different instantiations of RAM, and to a 
varying degree. In addition, the initial (pre-RAM) challenges facing the product management and 
requirements engineering organizations at the companies differed. Although, the common challenge of 
working in a product centered market-driven environment united them, the immediate improvement 
potentials were not the same. The focus of this paper and the evaluations presented is not a comparison 
between the companies. Rather the evaluation of the process improvements conducted, i.e. the 
implementation of RAM. 

 

5. Evaluation Design 
 

The first step in the RAM evaluation was to make a selection of interview subjects for participation in the 
evaluations. The general idea was to select a representative sample of the roles involved in both using RAM 
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to specify and analyze requirements, but also elicit information from the engineers involved in the pre-
project requirements engineering. In addition, the receivers of the “RAM requirements” were considered an 
important source of information as they had a unique opportunity to assess e.g. requirements quality aspects. 
Table 4 lists the roles represented in the evaluation, as well as their organizational affiliation within the 
company. The “code” column refers the results presented in Section 6.  

The sample chosen (the actual people representing each role) was based on seniority, experience and time 
spent using RAM. In some cases all people that had been using RAM in their work were interviewed. This 
was the cases for Product Managers and Development Project Managers. With regards to the selection of 
Developers and Verification & Validation the selection was done in collaboration with on-site expertise 
where senior personnel were premiered. Although the titles of the roles are similar in the companies, the 
actual role content and responsibilities varied. The implication, with regards to the evaluation presented in 
this paper, being that a certain role may have been involved in performing different actions in the companies. 
This is discussed when relevant in the presentation of the evaluation results in Section 6. Each role is 
represented by one physical person.  

 
Table 4. Roles Participating in the Evaluation. 

Role Organization Company Code 
Requirements Engineer/Specification Product Management DHR + ABB Subject RE 
Product Manager Product Management DHR + ABB Subject PM 
Developer/Systems Architect Project/Development DHR + ABB Subject DEV 
Verification & Validation  (system test) Project/Development DHR + ABB Subject V&V 
Development Project Manager Project/Development ABB only Subject PL 

 
The evaluations were conducted in interview form about six months after RAM was introduced at the 
companies. The reason for the time delay was that we wanted one project to be completed prior to the 
evaluation. This was the only way in which the subjects could render an informed expert opinion as to what 
positive (or negative for that matter) effects the use of RAM had. For example, rendering an opinion as to if 
the requirements produced using RAM where better to base estimations on could not be done until the 
estimates were put to the test in the project. As preparation, the subjects were asked to prepare pertinent 
information and bring relevant documentation to the interview, e.g. test plans, requirements specifications 
and so on. This gave the subjects the opportunity to get in the right “mindset” for the interview, but also the 
documents were used by the subjects to motivate their answers. 

The evaluation itself was divided into two main parts, each detailed below. 
 

5.1. PART I 
 

The first part focuses on RAM itself and the product management/requirements engineering work conducted 
using the model. It studies the activities, called ‘Actions’ in the study, performed in the day-to-day work by 
primary the product management organization. The Actions evaluated are displayed in Table 5 in the same 
manner as they were presented to the subjects (Table 5 does not contain any answers, rather just illustrates 
the scales used – the results are presented in Section 6).  

The subjects were asked to grade each Action from three perspectives. First, the effort needed to perform 
a certain Action, for example how much effort did it take to perform ‘Estimations’ using RAM and RAM 
requirements. Second, the accuracy of each Action was elicited.   

The third perspective speaks to the fulfillment of each Action when taking both effort and accuracy into 
account. The idea behind fulfillment is to catch implicit problems and offer a “reality-check”. For example, if 
an Action takes ‘more’ effort, and the accuracy is ‘better’ it is not possible to ascertain if the improvement in 
accuracy is due to simply putting more effort into the Action or if RAM has influenced the outcome. 
Fulfillment was interpreted as “bang for the buck” or return on investment by the participants. Fulfillment 
also gauges positive (or negative) spin-off effects in using RAM that are not covered by the concept of 
accuracy. For example, specification of requirements using RAM may require more effort and improve 
accuracy due to e.g. structure, but if using RAM is cumbersome and usability is an issue fulfillment will be 
low. The opposite is also possible, e.g., the process with RAM encourages requirements engineering 
meetings, which in itself can lead to catching e.g. dependencies between requirements thus avoiding overlap. 
In this case the fulfillment might be higher that indicated by just compiling the results of effort and accuracy. 
That is, fulfillment is a way in which we try to assess the total value, i.e. if the effort was worth the attained 
level of accuracy. Even if fulfillment is used as a way to catch the overall effect of the improvement on a 
certain action, all values with regards to effort, accuracy and fulfillment are presented separately as the 
summation is not formally correct rather illustrative. 
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The scale used spans from ‘much more’ to ‘much less’ regarding effort, and ‘much better’ to ‘much 
worse’ regarding accuracy and fulfillment, as can be seen in Table 5 (the scales used are identical for every 
column). In each case, the subject has the opportunity to choose one neutral, four negative, and four positive 
alternatives. The comparisons performed are based on how product management/requirements engineering 
Actions were performed prior to the implementation of RAM in the organization.  
Table 5. Evaluation Part I, Actions Performed using RAM. 

Action Effort with DHR-RAM compared 
to before 

Accuracy with DHR-RAM compared to 
before 

Fulfillment 
(do the job good-enough 
compared to effort and accuracy) 

Estimation 
(resources) 

   
Risk/problem 
analysis   
Packaging to 
project   
Dismiss/accept 
requirement   
Specifying req. 

  
 

In addition to grading each Action, every subject was asked to explain his/her answers by commenting on 
their reasoning, effectively motivating their answers and assuring to the evaluators that the questions and 
Action were understood as intended. This assured that the different subjects had the same understanding of 
each Action. 

 
5.2. PART II 

 
The second part focuses on the quality of the products of RAM, i.e. the requirements themselves. The 
subjects are asked to compare the requirements generated using RAM with requirements used prior to RAM 
implementation. Table 6 lists the requirements quality attributes evaluated using a similar scale as in Part I 
(all scales in Table 6 are identical and only miniaturized to save space). The choice of quality attributes 
evaluated comes from both academia [19, 26], but also from what was considered important during process 
assessments performed at the companies in question [11, 12]. The subjects were also asked to motivate their 
answers in the same way as in Part I. 

 
Table 6. Evaluation Part II, Requirements Quality using RAM. 

Requirement Quality Attribute   
Completeness 

Un- ambiguity 

Testability 

Traceability 

Understandability / readability 
(why, context, big picture)  
Consistency 

Catching Dependencies 
Relationships between req.  
Redundancy (double information, 
unnecessary information)  
Structure (organization) find 
information etc  
Analysis base (can you base 
analysis/design on them)  
Conformance to business goals  
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5.3. Analysis PART I and PART II 
 

For the purpose of comparison and analysis descriptive statistics are used. The answers obtained on the 
scales described under Part I and Part II are transformed into numerical values as can be seen in Figure 6. 
The less effort an Action requires in Part I the lower the value (lower is better). Accuracy and fulfillment are 
treated the opposite, i.e. better and much better are translated into positive values (higher is better).   

 

 
Figure 6. Conversion of Part I and Part II Answers to Numerical Values. 

 
The results are presented in the form of descriptive statistics (diagrams) and tables with numerical values 
created as illustrated in Figure 6. An example is shown in Table 7. Effort, Accuracy and Fulfillment are 
specified by a subject and converted to numerical values as described previously. The last column (MAX:12, 
MIN:-12) is a compilation of the values calculated with the following formula: Accuracy – Effort + 
Fulfillment, giving a maximum of 12, and a minimum of -12 per subject with regards to a certain Action. 
Using the example in Table 7 subject x would get a MAX/MIN of: 2 – 0 + 3 = 5, and in the case of subject n: 
1 - (-2) + 4 = 7 (less being better in the case of effort to perform an Action). The MAX/MIN compilation is a 
way to summarize the total level of perceived benefit concerning a certain Action, allowing for easier 
comparison in diagram form as will be seen in Section 6. The use of numerical values converted from scales 
for performing operations such as summation can be questioned, as it is not normal in measurement theory. 
In the case of MAX/MIN the use is strictly illustrative, i.e. enabling concise presentation in diagram form 
collecting several aspects in one figure (as can be seen in Section 6). Care has been taken to present the 
actual values in parallel and the analysis of the actions are based on effort, accuracy and fulfillment, not the 
calculated MAX/MIN values. 

 
Table 7. Example of Results Part I for Actions. 

Action X 

  Effort Accuracy Fulfillment MAX:12, MIN:-12 

subject x 0 2 3 5 

subject y N/A N/A N/A N/A 

subject z 1 2 3 4 
subject n -2 1 4 7 

 
In addition, not every subject had the possibility to answer every question or make estimates in all cases. 
This is due to what Actions the subjects were involved with. For example, the role of Verification & 
Validation (system test) was not involved in the Action of performing estimations on requirements during the 
pre-project requirements engineering. In this case, the answers will be grey and marked “N/A” as can be seen 
for subject y in Table 7. 

 
5.4. Validity Evaluation 

 
In this section, we discuss the threats to the validity. We base this on the discussion of validity and threats to 
research projects presented in Wohlin et al. [27]. The validity threats considered are conclusion, internal, and 
external validity threats respectively. 
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5.4.1. Conclusion validity 
Each interview was done in one uninterrupted work session. Thus, the answers were not influenced by 
internal discussions about the questions during e.g. coffee breaks. 

The sampling techniques used for the static validation can pose a threat to the validity of the investigation. 
The subjects selected may not be totally representative for the role they should represent at the companies. 
The main assurance that this misrepresentation is minimal is the fact that the subjects were selected in 
cooperation with several senior managers with extensive knowledge and experience concerning the 
development processes and the personnel at the companies. In many cases the selection was based on what 
individuals had been using RAM at the companies. For example, all the product managers using RAM were 
selected to be a part of the evaluation. In this case no other individuals could have been selected. 

 
5.4.2. Internal Validity 
As the discussions and evaluations of the RAM was performed with the different interview subjects, they 
were called upon to voice their opinions and views regarding changes to the requirements engineering and 
product management practices with regards to the implementation of RAM. As their answers were registered 
by the researcher this could have constrained people in their answers. This potential problem was alleviated 
by the guarantee of anonymity as to all information divulged during the validation, and that recorded answers 
was only to be used by the researcher, i.e. not showed or used by any other party. In addition, the researcher 
has worked with ABB and DHR personnel over a period of about three years, and has earned a degree of 
trust, as well as established a professional relationship that in all likelihood made it easier for the personnel 
to voice their views.  

On the other hand this raises another potential issue, namely that the interview subjects could potentially 
allow their personal feelings towards the researchers to influence the answers. We believe that three aspects 
alleviate this threat. Fist, there was no personal relationship between the interview subjects and the 
researchers other than a professional one. RAM itself was not implemented and championed in industry by 
the researchers, rather by local industry professionals acting as champions. 

 Second, as the research and technology transfer conducted in the research cooperation with the companies 
has produced concrete changes and effects, all professionals involved have a vested interest in proper 
evaluation with focus on further improving all aspects of the development process in general, and RAM in 
particular. Being less than honest would yield problems as the evaluation is a basis for further improvements. 
The research collaboration between the companies and the researchers is based on iteratively transferring 
knowledge and technology from academia to industry, and as a part of this criticism and constructive 
feedback are well established and utilized means for process improvement evolution.  Third, as a part of the 
interviews the subjects were asked to motivate their answers to assure that they did not misunderstand a 
question. This also gave the researchers the possibility to assure that the answers were well grounded in 
events encountered during the development process. 

 
5.4.3. External Validity 
The external validity is concerned with the ability to generalize the results, i.e. in this case the applicability 
of RAM in industry at other companies than DHR and ABB. As some of the problems introduced as a 
motivation behind the conception of RAM (mentioned in the introduction of this paper and further detailed 
in the process evaluations at each company) to some extent could be general for organization faced with 
developing products for a market. As these organizations are faced with the same issues (e.g. large quantities 
of requirements on multiple levels of abstraction) it stands to reason that RAM could be usable and useful in 
more organizations.  

However, strictly speaking it is not possible to generalize the results from this evaluation based on the two 
cases of ABB and DHR. Although from a perspective of transferability the process assessments presented in 
[11-13] can give an overview of the challenges facing the companies were RAM has been implemented. The 
tailoring of RAM as described in this paper (see Section 4) and in Gorschek and Wohlin [13], and in 
Gorschek et al [15], makes it possible for any organization to adapt the ideas behind RAM to fit their 
organization. The evaluation method used in this paper can then subsequently be used to evaluate the process 
improvement.  
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Table 8. Results Part I for DHR Actions. 

ESTIMATION  
  Effort Accuracy Fulfillment MAX:12, MIN:-12 

subject RE 0 2 2 4 

subject PM N/A N/A N/A N/A 
subject 
DEV 1 3 2 4 
subject 
V&V N/A N/A N/A N/A 

RISK/PROBLEM ANALYSIS  
  Effort Accuracy Fulfillment MAX:12, MIN:-12 

subject RE 0 1 1 2 

subject PM 0 1 1 2 
subject 
DEV 2 4 3 5 
subject 
V&V N/A N/A N/A N/A 

PACKAGING TO PROJECT  
  Effort Accuracy Fulfillment MAX:12, MIN:-12 

subject RE -2 2 2 6 

subject PM N/A N/A N/A N/A 
subject 
DEV 3 3 2 2 
subject

DISMISS/ACCEPT REQ.  
  Effort Accuracy Fulfillment MAX:12, MIN:-12 

subject RE -2 2 2 6 

subject PM -2 1 3 6 

subject DEV -2 4 3 9 

subject V&V N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPECIFYING REQ. 
  Effort Accuracy Fulfillment MAX:12, MIN:-12 

subject RE 2 2 2 2 

subject PM 0 2 2 4 

subject DEV 3 2 3 2 

subject V&V N/A N/A N/A N/A 
 

6. Evaluation Results 
 

The evaluation results are presented by company, and divided according to Part I and II. 
 

6.1. DHR 
 

The evaluation at DHR was performed in one session with individual interviews of about 1-1.5h each. 
Subjects representing RE, PM, and DEV were all involved with aspects of the pre-project RE and the 
activities performed in relation to product management. The subject representing V&V was only involved in 
Verification & Validation activities (creation of test plan and test cases) and only answered questions in Part 
II. 

 
6.1.1. Part I 
In total five actions were evaluated (see Table 5) concerning the effort it took to accomplish the work, 
accuracy of the performed work, and the fulfillment achieved (gauging return on investment taking amongst 
other things effort and accuracy into account). The individual results are presented in TABLE 6. 

A general tendency observed is that although some effort increases are present it is predominantly 
compensated by increased accuracy and the fulfillment is in all cases positive. 

A compact overview of the results is offered in Figure 7. The bars represent the MAX/MIN compilation 
per subject (see Table 4) and Action. The tanned notes in the bars are the individual results of each subject, 
‘E’ standing for effort, ‘A’ for accuracy, and ‘F’ for fulfillment (for example, for the Action of Estimation 
subject RE has an effort of zero, accuracy of two and fulfillment of two, and a MAX/MIN of four indicated 
by the bar itself). In the cases where no answer was given (due to a subject not performing a certain Action) 
an ‘N/A’ note can be seen, this is to not confuse the absence of a bar with a value of zero (for example, 
subject PM did not perform the Action of Estimation). Observe that the y-axis scale in reality goes from -12 
to 12, although only 0-10 is displayed in the diagram, as all the values are in that range. 

Each Action is analyzed in further detail below.  
- Estimation in the case of DHR is performed by project personnel (DEV) and to some part by the 

requirements engineer. Representatives for these roles claim improved accuracy and fulfillment. 
The main motivation is that the hierarchical structure of abstraction gives a better overview, in turn 
offering more information in total. Being able to traverse the levels gives a big-picture, while all 
requirements are broken down to a level where they are detailed enough to base estimations on. 

 

 
- Risk/Problem Analysis is not performed as a separate activity, rather it is a implicit part of the 

analysis and specification of requirements (certain attributes specified for each requirements 
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explicitly demands that limitations and risks be a part of the specification). RE and PM felt that 
there was no real increase in effort as the explicit risk and problem analysis was a part of the 
specification (the effort increase was put on the Action of specification). DEV felt that the break-
down of requirements, especially from feature to function level, gave early analysis on a more 
detailed level (as attributes e.g. concerning risk/limitation had to be specified on function level and 
not just for abstract features). Although DEV felt strongly that accuracy was greatly increased, there 
was also an increase in work effort (E2). The total fulfillment was even greater than just a 
compilation of effort and accuracy due to that collaboration in RE meetings using the structured 
RAM requirements made it possible to catch problems not directly associated with requirements 
being specified, but in already existing products and legacy features.  
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Figure 8. Action Compilation divided by Action and Subject. 

 
- Packaging to Project did not involve PM in this instance (was involved in the earlier phases of 

pre-project RE) and from a PM perspective the requirements going to a certain project were already 
packaged. 

There seems to be a large discrepancy between RE and DEV regarding this Action. Both agree 
that accuracy and fulfillment is better than before, but while RE considers less effort being spent, 
DEV feels a noticeable increase in effort (which is what brings down the total MAX/MIN value for 
DEV). The increase in effort can be explained by two factors, both given by the subject as 
motivation for the answers. First the initiation threshold of using RAM (learning curve), and second 
a new practice of creating Implementation Proposals2 prior to project start. The learning curve is 
rather obvious in nature and was felt especially by DEV as being an active part of the requirements 
engineering was new. The practice of creating Implementation Proposals had nothing to do with 
RAM as such, but the activities were to some extent performed in parallel making the total effort 
pre-project greater.    

- Dismiss/Accept Requirements was effort wise felt to be substantially less by all subjects. The main 
motivation was that the abstraction levels offered much better overview of all requirements, 
enabling discussions focusing on abstract levels where the amount of requirements were 
manageable, but with the possibility to look at more detailed levels (following dependencies and 
relationships downward) when needed to see the implications of the decisions.  

RE and PM mostly agreed with regards to increase in accuracy and a positive fulfillment.  DEV 
felt a substantially greater increase in accuracy mainly due to the traceability of consequence, i.e. 

                                                           
2 An implementation proposal is when the developers take one or several requirements and as a part of their analysis state example 
solutions taking e.g. system architecture into account. 
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dismissing a Feature level requirement was not performed using a gut-feeling when gauging 
consequences, but rather explicit relationships could be followed down the abstraction levels giving 
a true picture of the decision being made. 

- Specify Requirement shows an effort increase for RE and DEV that can be contributed to two 
factors, learning curve in the case of DEV, but also the fact that more information is specified using 
RAM, and the use of abstraction levels, following the RAM process demands more effort. 
However, it should be observed that the effort increase was considered moderate in nature. 

PM agreed with RE and DEV (they have the same level of accuracy and fulfillment increase) but 
did not feel a great increase in specification effort. This can be attributed to that the subject 
consciously subtracted the learning threshold when giving an answer to this question, i.e. looking at 
the comments/motivation offered when answering the learning threshold would have added 
moderately to the effort just like in the case of RE and DEV.  

 
6.1.2. Part II 
The subjects were asked to evaluate the requirements quality from 11 different perspectives. In this part, the 
views of a new subject is introduced, i.e. V&V. V&V did not participate in the requirements engineering 
activities, but is an expert in the artifacts produced, namely the requirements that are used to create test cases.  

All answers for Part II are displayed in Table 9. The rows are summarized giving a total quality attribute 
value for the RAM requirements per subject (this is of course only to give an illustration, just like in the case 
of MAX/MIN in Part I, and not to be interpreted as absolute values). All positive values in the table indicate 
an increase in quality, where a four is maximum, and vice versa for a decrease in quality with a value of 
negative four in the worst case.  
Table 9. Results Part II for DHR Requirement Quality Attributes. 
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subject RE 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 -1 2 2 0 19 
subject PM 2 2 0 4 4 2 0 0 0 2 1 18 
subject DEV 2 0 3 4 2 2 4 2 4 2 N/A 25 
subject V&V 2 3 3 4 2 3 0 4 3 2 N/A 26 
Sum per quality 
attribute 
(max 16, min -16) 8 8 8 14 10 9 7 5 9 8 1 

 
It is noticeable that the highest scores are obtained from DEV and V&V, users of the requirements within 
their development work. The high scores were obtained despite of the fact that they could not answer 
whether or not the requirements conformed to business goals as they were not well versed in that aspect of 
product development. The total scores of RE and PM were similar. 

The columns are also summarized displaying the overall score for every quality attribute.  
Figure 9 gives a different overview of the results divided by quality attribute.  

- Completeness (total score 8 out of 16). All subjects agree that substantial increase has been 
achieved with regards to completeness of the requirements. This is due to the use of attributes and 
more information being available than an individual requirement as the abstraction levels can be 
traversed offering overall big-picture and details in the form of linked requirements on lower levels.  

- Un-ambiguity (total score 8 out of 16). All subjects except for DEV agree that the RAM 
requirements are less ambiguous than the previous ones. DEV scores it the same as before (zero). 
The main motivation offered is that in spite of more and better information (attributes and 
abstraction levels) the actual natural language formulation of the requirements needs to be 
improved. 

- Testability (total score 8 out of 16). A general increase, although this increase was not confirmed 
by PM (giving it a zero). The main motivation being that from the PM perspective no direct 
difference in testability can be seen. This is however strongly opposed by both RE, DEV and 
especially V&V, who scores it high and sees a significant improvement in testability (3). 

- Traceability (total score 14 out of 16). All subjects except RE agree that a very significant increase 
in traceability has been achieved. RE also scores it as a significant improvement but remarks that 
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several traceability aspects are still lacking, due mainly to what perspective one has. For example, 
traceability to source/origin for DEV and V&V is fulfilled if the internally responsible for a 
requirement is listed. From the perspective of RE, the real external source is more interesting and 
not always traceable.  

- Understandability/readability (total score 10 out of 16). All subjects indicate a significant 
improvement and they agree with regards to the level, with the exception of PM indicating a very 
large improvement. This is motivated mainly by the explicit abstraction of requirements and the 
possibility to gain an overview, and a connection to the product and business level.  

- Consistency (total score 9 out of 16). All subjects see a substantial improvement in requirement 
consistency, with V&V indicating a somewhat higher consistency than the other subjects do.  
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Figure 9. Overview of Requirements Quality Attributes. 

 
- Catching dependencies/relationships (total score 7 out of 16). The total score is brought down by 

PM and V&V who grade the improvement as zero in strong contrast to RE and DEV seeing a great 
improvement. The explanation for this is that while RE and DEV included dependencies and 
relations between abstraction levels in their score, PM and V&V did not. Both PM and V&V 
acknowledge that a very substantial improvement in catching and specifying dependencies exists 
up-wards and downwards between abstraction levels, no additional effort or analysis has been put in 
catching dependencies between requirements on the same level (nor has it become worse than 
before). 

- Redundancy (total score 5 out of 16). DEV and especially V&V see substantial improvements (less 
redundancy) in using RAM, while PM sees neither improvement nor degradation. RE however sees 
some added redundancy. The explanation for the two perspectives may be that RE and PM work 
with requirements actively, using and especially knowing about all information specified. DEV and 
V&V on the other hand concentrate and use predominantly parts of the total information specified 
(e.g. using primarily function level when specifying test cases). Thus, they are isolated from some 
information they may see as redundant in nature. 

It should be observed that the overall score indicates an improvement with regards to redundancy 
in spite of the fact that the amount of information specified in total using RAM is much greater than 
previously. 

- Structure (total score 9 out of 16). The improvement of this quality attribute is scored high to very 
high by all subjects except PM. The main motivation behind this is can be attributed to the fact that 
the PM in this instance was not involved in the actual specification of many of the requirements 
using RAM, and when being involved the learning curve of using RAM took away from the 
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usability. The main motivation from RE not scoring it higher was attributed to the learning curve of 
the new tool used for requirements engineering. 

- Analysis base (total score 8 out of 16). All subjects agree that the use of RAM (both attributes and 
abstraction levels) produces requirements of significantly better quality with regards to the analysis 
base. 

- Conformance to business goals (total score 1 out of 8). At first glance, this score indicates a very 
low improvement in requirements conformance to business goals. First, it should be observed that 
the maximum possible score for this quality attribute is eight, not 16 as DEV and V&V did not 
score it. Still one out of a possible improvement of eight is low, especially since RAM abstraction is 
intended to explicitly connect requirements to product strategies (through the use of abstraction).  
PM does score some improvement but both RE and PM remark that there is not an explicit mapping 
between the most abstract requirements and the product strategies and business goals. The main 
reason for this is that as RAM is relatively new to the organization the formulation of business and 
product strategies have not been performed in the manner needed for explicit use for mapping 
requirements. This work was planned and underway, but in the early stages at the time of the 
evaluation.  

 
6.1.3. Summary and Discussion - DHR 
Part I overall shows some increase in effort being expended to perform the actions, but this is more than 
compensated by an increase in accuracy, especially when the learning curve of both RAM (new process, 
concept of abstraction, attributes) and a new requirements engineering tool are taken into consideration. 
Improvements can be seen across the board, with the ability to have fast dismissal or acceptance of new 
incoming requirements at the top. Estimation activities also show a large increase in accuracy. 

Part II also shows improvements across the board. Traceability scores the highest and 
Understandability/readability comes in second. Completeness, Un-ambiguity, Testability, Consistency, 
Analysis base, and Catching dependencies/relationships all score in the mid-range showing an overall 
substantial increase in requirements quality. The low scoring quality attribute Conformance to business goals 
can to some extent be attributed to the short operation time of RAM in the organization as the routines for 
creating and using explicit product strategies and business and mapping to high level requirements is under 
way. In addition, it is interesting to notice that in many cases agreement is high. For example, looking at 
Completeness, Traceability, Understandability/readability, Consistency, and Analysis base the broad 
spectrum of roles all feel high increase in requirements quality. This is especially evident in the case of 
Completeness and Analysis base where the subjects agree totally, i.e. an increase of two (out of four). This 
indicates that the implementation of RAM managed to give a significant increase for multiple roles and thus 
multiple uses of the requirements. RE and PM use requirements for figuring out what is to be done and for 
product and project planning activities. V&V has the perspective of verification and validation, while DEV 
uses requirements to base solutions (how) on. An agreement in quality increase could suggest that the 
requirements on different abstraction levels suit the needs of multiple types of users. 

Overall, the use of appropriate attributes and abstraction (work-up) of requirements results in a positive 
outcome both with regards to actions performed as a part of pre-project requirements engineering/product 
management and with regards to the requirements quality. It should be noticed that all parts of the evaluation 
presented are relative in nature, i.e. an increase in accuracy, positive fulfillment, and improvement in quality 
all indicate the relative benefit achieved using RAM instead of previous practices. 

 
6.2. ABB 

 
The evaluation at ABB was performed in two session spanning over 2 days. Each individual interview lasted 
between 1-2h. Subjects representing RE, PM, DEV and V&V were all involved with aspects pre-project 
requirements engineering and the activities performed in relation to product management. Subject PL 
represents the project manager who was not involved in pre-project requirements engineering, thus only 
answered questions in Part II.  

 
6.2.1. Part I 
The individual results for Part I are presented in Table 10, and a more compact overview can be seen in 
Figure 10. The bars (Figure 10) represent the MIN/MAX compilation per Action and subject. The tanned 
notes in the bars are the individual results of each subject, ‘E’ standing for effort, ‘A’ for accuracy, and ‘F’ 
for fulfillment. In the cases where no answer was given (due to a subject not performing a certain Action) an 
‘N/A’ note can be seen, this to not confuse the absence of a bar with a value of zero. Observe that the y-axis 
scale in reality goes from -12 to 12, although only 0-9 is displayed in the diagram, as all the values are in that 
range. 
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Each Action is analyzed in further detail below.  
- Estimation in the case of ABB is performed by RE and PM with input from DEV and other experts 

as needed. Both RE and PM claim a substantial improvement in accuracy and fulfillment. In 
addition RE sees less effort being expended using RAM. The main motivation is that the 
hierarchical structure gives a better overview and that the requirements are more specified utilizing 
attributes. DEV sees a moderate increase in effort but none in accuracy. Despite of this, DEV claims 
positive fulfillment as discussions in relation to estimations solve other small issues and 
assumptions are questioned.  

 

 
- Risk/Problem Analysis did not involve RE in the case of ABB, but mainly PM, DEV and V&V 

were used as experts, e.g. consulting them as needed. PM sees a substantial decrease in effort 
needed to perform the Action, and a moderate increase in accuracy. DEV on the other hand sees a 
moderate increase in effort. DEV motivates this by the adoption of a structured process for the 
activity which has an initial learning curve. V&V also sees a moderate increase in effort but a 
substantial increase in accuracy and fulfillment. This is mainly due to the use of attributes which 
forces the explicit specification of information that could be missed previously. Another 
contributing factor is that V&V is involved earlier in the process allowing for aspects such as 
verifiability to be premiered.    

- Packaging to Project involved RE and PM. Both of them see an increase in accuracy in using 
RAM. The only difference is that RE sees an increase in effort. The increase in effort was motivated 
by the subject and can be attributed to a double learning curve. The first part of the learning curve is 
due to that RE did not have extensive experience in requirements specification at the time. The other 
part of the learning curve can be attributed to the implementation of RAM itself. (These two aspects 
can be seen repeated in the rest of the actions for the subject). It should be observed that although 
effort and accuracy are equally increased the fulfillment was relatively high, indicating that the 
subject realized that the issue of effort was not mainly due to problems with usability or usefulness 
of RAM. 

- Dismiss/Accept Requirements. RE and DEV both considered that a substantial increase in effort 
was necessary to systematically dismiss or accept requirements using RAM, although an equivalent 
increase was perceived with regards to accuracy. The effort increase for RE was mainly due to 

Table 10. Results Part I for ABB Actions. 

ESTIMATION  

  Effort Accuracy 
Fulfillmen
t MAX:12, MIN:-12 

subject RE -2 2 4 8 

subject PM 1 2 4 5 
subject 
DEV 1 0 1 0 
subject 
V&V N/A N/A N/A N/A 

subject PL N/A N/A N/A N/A 

RISK/PROBLEM ANALYSIS  
  Effort Accuracy Fulfillment MAX:12, MIN:-12 

subject RE N/A N/A N/A N/A 

subject PM -2 1 3 6 
subject 
DEV 1 1 1 1 
subject 
V&V 1 4 4 7 

subject PL N/A N/A N/A N/A 

PACKAGING TO PROJECT  
  Effort Accuracy Fulfillment MAX:12, MIN:-12 

subject RE 2 2 2 2 

subject PM 0 2 2 4 
subject 
DEV N/A N/A N/A N/A 
subject 
V&V N/A N/A N/A N/A 

DISMISS/ACCEPT REQ.  
  Effort Accuracy Fulfillment MAX:12, MIN:-12 

subject RE 2 2 2 2 

subject PM -1 1 1 3 
subject 
DEV 2 2 2 2 
subject 
V&V N/A N/A N/A N/A 

subject PL N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SPECIFYING REQ. 
  Effort Accuracy Fulfillment MAX:12, MIN:-12 

subject RE 4 2 4 2 

subject PM 1 3 3 5 
subject 
DEV 1 1 1 1 
subject 
V&V -2 2 2 6 

subject PL N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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learning curve, but for DEV the effort increase could be explained by the overall participation in 
this activity. DEV called the RAM early acceptance/dismissal of requirements a “pre pre-study”, a 
new activity from DEV’s perspective. Although the increase in effort and the equivalent increase in 
accuracy seemed to cancel each other out, RE and DEV both indicated that it was worth it 
(indicated by fulfillment) as they realized that the second time around effort would probably be less 
as the learning curve was not as steep. In addition, RE felt that a positive spin-off effect was 
obtained, in the form of that overlapping requirements were dismissed earlier as the requirement 
levels were homogenous enabling better comparison between requirements.  

In the case of PM, the effort was moderately less for early dismissal and an equally moderate 
increase in accuracy. The positive outcome was mainly motivated by an increase in requirements 
quality, and that all (a clear majority) of the requirements were comparable with regards to 
abstraction and detail. This increased requirements understanding, making it easier to dismiss/accept 
requirements at this early stage.  
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Figure 10. Action Compilation divided by Action and Subject. 

 
- Specify Requirement shows a large effort increase for RE and a moderate increase for PM and 

DEV. However, V&V indicates an effort decrease. The decrease can be attributed to that better and 
more structured specification prior to V&V active involvement decreases effort for V&V.  

All subjects indicate a substantial increase in accuracy, except DEV which indicates a more 
moderate increase. 

 
6.2.2. Part II 
The subjects at ABB evaluated requirements quality from 11 different perspectives. In this part the views of 
a new subject is introduced, PL. PL did not participate in the requirements engineering activities, but uses 
requirements as input to the development projects, which are under PL’s responsibility in terms of planning, 
control and general administration.  

All answers for Part II are displayed in Table 11. The rows are summarized giving a total quality attribute 
value for the RAM requirements per subject. All positive values in the table indicate an increase in quality, 
where a four is maximum, and vice versa for a decrease in quality with a value of negative four in the worst 
case.  

It is noticeable that the highest score is obtained from PL, which uses the requirements in development 
efforts. DEV scores lowest values. RE, PM, and V&V score in the same range. 
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Table 11. Results Part II for ABB Requirement Quality Attributes. 
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subject RE 4 0 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 16 
subject PM 3 1 2 2 2 0 0 -1 0 3 0 12 
subject DEV 1 0 N/A 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 N/A 6 
subject V&V 2 2 4 3 2 0 1 -1 0 2 0 15 
subject PL 4 4 2 4 2 2 2 0 1 2 2 25 
Sum per quality attributes 
(max 20, min -20) 14 7 11 14 10 2 3 -2 1 12 2 

 
 
The columns are also summarized displaying the overall score for every quality attribute.  

Figure 11 gives a different overview of the results divided by quality attribute.  
- Completeness (total score 14 out of 20). All subjects (except DEV) agree that a substantial increase 

has been achieved with regards to completeness of the requirements. This is mainly due to the 
utilization of attributes and to some extent homogenous abstraction of the requirements on an 
abstraction level suiting RE, PM, V&V, and PL. The exception to this is expressed by DEV, who in 
general feels that the increase in quality is moderate to none for most quality attributes (barring 
some exceptions). The main motivation given was that the level of abstraction on which the 
requirements are specified are not optimal, even if some improvements can be seen. DEV feels that 
for the purposes of development some improvement can be seen (e.g. analysis base) but overall the 
requirements can be specified on a level more appropriate for development activities, i.e. broken 
down further. 

- Un-ambiguity (total score 7 out of 20). PM, V&V and in particular PL feel that there has been 
improvement with regards to requirements ambiguity. DEV feels that the requirements are too 
abstract to say they are less ambiguous. PM and especially RE feels that the natural language 
specification of the requirements text itself can be improved. 

- Testability (total score 11 out of 16, not specified by DEV). The general consensus (with exception 
of DEV who does not feel qualified to answer) is that from the perspective of testability a clear 
improvement has been obtained. PL comments that although an improvement has been achieved 
there is still room for more improvement. 

- Traceability (total score 14 out of 20). All subjects agree that a significant increase in traceability 
has been achieved. This impression is underlined by PL quoting especially traceability to 
requirements source/origin and requirement’s specifier as an improvement. 

- Understandability/readability (total score 10 out of 20). All subjects indicate a significant 
improvement (except DEV). DEV quotes the need to have more general information about the 
problem and goals (why) of the requirements to improve understandability.  

- Consistency (total score 2 out of 20). All subjects indicate that no improvement has been obtained 
with regards to consistency. The main motivation for this is that there is a focus on individual 
requirements and not a conscious effort to specify requirements in a way that several requirements 
as a whole are consistent amongst each other. PL feels that some improvement has been achieved, 
as the requirements are more thoroughly worked-through.      
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Figure 11. Overview of Requirements Quality Attributes. 

 
- Catching dependencies/relationships (total score 3 out of 20). As in the case of consistency the 

total score is very low (i.e. no great improvement). The reasons are to a large extent the same as in 
the case of consistency, namely that the focus is on individual requirements.   

- Redundancy (total score -2 out of 20). Redundancy scores the lowest of all quality attributes, with 
PM and V&V actually indicating a slight decline (more redundancy) in comparison to pre-RAM. 
Once again, the main reason given by the subjects revolves around the fact that there is focus on 
individual requirements, and that the same information sometimes has to be specified in several 
requirements as it is important for several requirements. This is often information handling goal like 
information, or general risks and restrictions and so on.   

- Structure (total score 1 out of 20). The improvement of this quality attribute is scored very low. In 
general, the consensus is that no improvement has been made. The reason for this can be traced to 
less than optimal tool support, and the lack of full sorting of requirements under more abstract ones.  

- Analysis base (total score 12 out of 20). All subjects agree that the use of RAM (attributes and 
more detailed analysis and specification) has produced requirements of significantly better quality 
in this aspect.  

- Conformance to business goals (total score 2 out of 16, not specified by DEV). The main reason 
for this relatively low score of improvement can be accredited to the fact that the abstraction level of 
the requirements resides too far from product strategies. This makes comparison very difficult.  

 
6.2.3. Summary and Discussion - ABB 
Part I shows an overall increase in Action accuracy. Positive fulfillment is also a general tendency even if the 
level of effort sometimes rivals the increase in accuracy, indicating that the extra effort is considered a good 
investment. The learning effort for RAM in general is low, although there is a substantial effort increase in 
the case of RE with regards to general requirements specification as the person filling the role was new to the 
task. A general piece of feedback often accompanying the ratings performed was that improved 
communication between the product management organization and the product organization was achieved 
using RAM. The positive effects of this where hard to quantify and not necessarily caught by this evaluation.   

Part II displays some substantial improvements in requirement quality. Completeness, Traceability, 
Testability, Analysis base, and Understandability/readability all score high to fair improvements in 
comparison to previous requirements engineering/product management practices.  

The quality attributes of Completeness, Un-ambiguity, Consistency, Catching dependencies/relationships, 
Redundancy, Structure, and Conformance to business goals all score very low on improvement. The overall 
explanation for this by the subjects themselves is the fact that full work-up of requirements according to 
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RAM has not yet been implemented (they specify requirements on one level only, and use headers on the 
levels above). This was a conscious decision by ABB, planning for a stepwise implementation of which the 
first step is evaluated here. The implication being that the requirements created (one level of abstraction) 
suited certain roles and thus certain work efforts more than others in this phase of RAM implementation. For 
example, DEV saw some increase but not at all as high as e.g. PL or RE.  

The use of full work-up (abstraction, and break-down) creating new requirements as needed is by no 
means a silver bullet taking care of all problems. However the predominant feeling amongst the subjects was 
that this could further increase accuracy and decrease effort needed to complete actions, as well as 
substantially improve requirements quality. Examples of this are specified below: 

- Completeness, Un-ambiguity, Understandability/readability could be improved as requirements of 
different abstraction (specified on different levels) explicitly linked across levels offer different 
views of one or several requirements. In total offering a more complete picture, increasing 
understandability (especially the why sought by DEV), as the levels can be traversed. This gives the 
subject the choice of abstraction, and in total gives more information. 

- Looking at Consistency, Dependencies/relations, and Redundancy, the full use of abstraction levels 
could make it possible to store general information (that is true for several requirements) in one or 
at least in a few requirements on a more abstract level. This would lessen Redundancy, as similar 
information does not have to be specified repeatedly. In addition, full use of abstraction levels in 
RAM enables (and forces) a more holistic view. Related requirements on a lower level all connect 
to a more abstract requirement on an upper level. For example, a Feature level requirement 
generally has several requirements on Function level that “belong to it”, i.e. they have to be 
implemented in order for the Feature level requirement to be fulfilled. This encourages a group view 
of requirements (lessening the focus on just individual requirements). This may increase 
Consistency and make Dependencies/relations more explicit. 

It should be noticed that the lack of improvement of certain aspects of the requirements 
engineering/product management process (as can be seen above) was predicted when the stepwise 
implementation plan was decided post the RAM tailoring workshop. The evaluation results confirm 
these predictions (made by the process improvement responsible personnel, not the users of RAM). 
Improved tool support is also a factor here. The use of an appropriate tool was considered a prerequisite 
to full RAM implementation. The acquisition and training in tool usage will be a part of the continuation 
of RAM implementation at ABB.  

 
6.3. Comparison of RAM Evaluation Results at DHR and ABB 

 
The comparison presented here is not aimed at comparing the companies. The objective is solely to compare 
the experiences in using RAM. 

Substantial improvements in Action accuracy and fulfillment, as well as requirements quality can be seen 
in the evaluation results for both DHR and ABB. However, some interesting differences merit notice. At 
DHR the different subjects (representing the span from product management to development) are in 
agreement to a larger extent than at ABB. This is especially evident in Part II where most roles at DHR see a 
very similar increase in requirements quality (see Figure 9). At ABB the rated quality increase fluctuates 
from generally high when asking RE, PM and PL, to low when asking DEV. The main reason for this can be 
attributed to the fact that a stepwise implementation of RAM was chosen at ABB. In the first step (evaluated 
in this paper), requirements were formed on one abstraction level only, resulting in that the increase in 
quality was perceived as substantially greater by the roles using requirements on that abstraction level. DEV 
in ABB’s case saw some improvements compared to before, but the requirements were specified on a 
somewhat too abstract level. At DHR the full work-up of requirements offers requirements on different 
levels of abstraction, each targeted at a different group, thus offering requirements appropriate for e.g. RE 
and PM, but also for DEV. 

An other noticeable difference between the two is that although DHR uses full work-up and thus in reality 
specifies more requirements relative to the incoming number, the redundancy is less than at ABB. Intuitively 
one might draw the conclusion that more specification equals more redundancy, but this does not seem to be 
the case. The reason for this can be found in the work-up itself. As requirements are abstracted and broken 
down the more abstract requirements gather the general information that is true for all detailed requirements 
under them. This results in that information of a general (but important) nature does not have to be specified 
in every detailed requirement, but maybe only once or twice in a more abstract requirement related to the 
detailed ones. Looking at Part I, the effort needed to perform the Actions are in many cases lower at DHR 
than at ABB, this despite of full work-up. 
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The differences above do not come as a surprise to the process improvement team, and where expected by 
all team representatives, and as the second step of implementation is underway further improvements are 
anticipated.  

It is important to notice that the process improvement activities and the evaluation presented in this paper 
in no way can be generalized to other areas. Process improvement activities at ABB have a long and positive 
tradition, and the maturity of other processes cannot be inferred in any way using the results presented here. 
The improvements seen in each company are only relative within the companies themselves, thus an 
improvement at DHR cannot be compared to an equal improvement at ABB.  

 

7. Conclusions 
 

The overall results of the evaluations indicate that the implementation of RAM at DHR and ABB has yielded 
substantial increases in both accuracy of the practices (actions) performed in requirements 
engineering/product management, and in requirements quality. It is only natural that these improvements 
have a price, which can be observed in some effort increase over the board, although there are also examples 
of the opposite. A learning curve effect can be used to explain some of the increase, but for the most part 
increased accuracy and quality will have some cost as more work is performed. Although in the case of DHR 
and ABB, these costs are very moderate in total. The implications of improved quality and accuracy should 
also yield positive effects in the long run. For example, avoiding requirements overload by having improved 
acceptance/dismissal of requirements at an early stage will almost certainly save resources in development, 
enabling more “good” requirements to be implemented. One example of this is the possibility to reduce the 
number of pre-studies performed if rough estimates can be used to prioritize requirements, and enable the 
organization to focus on a set of requirements that is feasible. Improved estimation accuracy (as the 
requirements and the process itself supports estimation activities) will thus enable better resource planning 
overall. Higher quality requirements in general should also decrease defects in later stages of development. 

It could be argued that the implementation of any good requirement engineering practice would yield the 
same result as presented in this paper. Without actually implementing e.g. two models in parallel, it is 
impossible to dismiss this possibility. However, several things can be said about RAM that could indicate 
some advantages. The concepts behind RAM are based on using the reality facing industry (e.g. large 
amounts of requirements, multiple abstraction levels and limited resources) to enable scalability. This is of 
course not proven totally as of yet, but based on the evaluations performed indications are positive. Actual 
practitioners have used and are using RAM in real development situations.   

RAM is based on needs identified in industry but does not push a predefined one-size-fits-all set of 
practices and rules on all organizations looking to adopt it. Rather the model is tailorable, maintaining certain 
concepts (use of abstraction and attributes) but adaptable enough to fit different environments. In addition, 
RAM is tool independent, but requires tool support to be scalable and practical. The evaluation of RAM at 
both ABB and DHR indicates that the tailoring aspect of RAM has worked, although it should be realized 
that the environments are not totally heterogeneous (nor are they homogenous).  

It is very important to notice that both DHR and ABB are very successful companies in terms of their 
domain, have excellent engineering practices, and are ultimately populated by professionals. In addition to 
this, they have the maturity to realize that improvement is always possible. These facts actually reflect 
positively on the evaluations as both companies had good requirements engineering/product management 
practices prior to RAM implementation. This implies that RAM was benchmarked against mature and 
working practices.   

From a more academic perspective the evaluation can be seen as a case study where close collaboration 
with industry produced a requirements engineering model. It was tailored, implemented, and subsequently 
evaluated in a real industry environment by industry professionals. There are of course inherent challenges, 
with industry trials void of direct involvement by researchers. Availability of metrics is one as extensive 
measurement programs are rare, making expert opinion a valuable data source. From an academic standpoint 
real industry trials often implies relinquishing control as the researchers “hand-over results”, which might 
explain why the number of large scale pilots of new models and methods in industry are limited in amount 
(at least in comparison to the amount of models and techniques suggested by researchers). The evaluation 
presented in this paper shows that it is possible to perform large scale industry trials without researcher 
participation, and an example how the results can be measured through the use of data available utilizing 
expert professionals.  

RAM was evaluated in two separate organizations, a quite large and complex undertaking as extensive 
industry trials require time and resource investments both from the companies, but also from the researchers 
in terms of preparation and acquisition of commitment. An important lesson learned is that risk minimization 
for the involved industry partners is a crucial prerequisite. RAM was developed and refined in several steps 
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prior to industry trials (the main focus of this paper). Thus, it is not enough to invent a model or technique 
and go out and test it. Rather, extensive and long-term collaboration with industry, basing the solutions on 
real industry needs is a prerequisite for getting commitment for trials as it builds trust in addition to making 
the results industry relevant.  

As with any process improvement activity, there are confounding factors when evaluating an 
improvement. As improvement activities commence (e.g. the workshop, presenting RAM etc), it gives rise to 
added awareness, increases knowledge, and creates curiosity. These things in themselves can improve 
practices independent of the “official” process improvement. Although all of this can be seen as a part of the 
technology transfer process, and ultimately any improvement is a good thing.  

The evaluation presented in this paper can be seen from several perspectives. The evaluation was 
requested, and can be used, by the companies to gauge the effects of RAM implementation, catching both 
positive effects and possibilities for further refinement. The effects that have been evaluated from two 
perspectives, work performed (actions), and requirements quality (quality attributes) offer a good-enough 
indication for further commitment to process improvement using the concepts of RAM. In addition, a critical 
factor that was tested through the large scale pilots evaluated in this paper was scalability of RAM. Testing 
RAM in a controlled environment (e.g. through experiments) or in a limited fashion (e.g. small pilots 
involving researchers as support) was not good-enough for industry to commit to using RAM and 
incorporating the concepts as a part of their official development process permanently.  

 

8. Future Work 
 
There are several efforts presently underway at both DHR and ABB, and plans for the continuing evolution 
of RAM as a framework for requirements engineering and product management support. They are described 
briefly below. 

At DHR, RAM is maturing and the initial learning curve with regards to RAM and the use of new tool 
support is subsiding, allowing for a natural adoption of the new way of working. A part of this is of course a 
constant monitoring of the process and RAM in order to tweak and adapt the model to the needs. A part of 
this is to refine the measurement programs at the company to minimize the effort needed to monitor the 
process improvement. The next step at DHR is to include explicit support for requirements prioritization and 
packaging of requirements in RAM. In addition, in-project requirements engineering (e.g. technical 
specification and general requirements maintenance) will be assessed and streamlined to suit the needs of the 
organization. 

At ABB, the next step consists of tool acquisition and implementation of full RAM work-up at the PM 
units where it is used today. A second part is to implement RAM in several other neighboring PM groups (an 
activity proceeded by additional RAM tailoring). Monitoring and stepwise refinement of all RAM instances 
implemented is also crucial and will be performed continuously, based on formal and informal evaluations. 

RAM in general will continue to evolve. This will be achieved through lessons learned from industry 
implementation, but also through several experiments conducted in laboratory environment testing new 
concepts prior to industrial trials.  
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